PIVOT FRAMES
aspire for... Comfort Safety Positioning

1 Finely balanced central pivot line requires minimal manual handling effort to achieve the full pivot range and desired positioning.

2 Ergonomic positioning handle. In powered configuration, the accessible thumb-switch activates powered pivoting assistance.

3 Four clip sling attachment points.

4 Patients can be ideally positioned for safety and comfort during the transfer process.

5 Removable battery with charger included (powered).

6 Designed for use with Aidacare Aspire Patient Lifters and Clip Slings, yet adaptable to many other lifter brands.

S.W.L 227kg

PRODUCT CODE:
LSS390665 | Aspire Powered Pivot Frame
LSS390670 | Aspire Manual Pivot Frame

www.aspirecare.com.au
1300 133 120
COMPATIBLE AIDACARE ASPIRE LIFTERS AND SLINGS:

A150F Aluminum Folding Lifter - LSS390600
A205 Aluminum Patient Lifter - LSS390610
200 Steel Patient Lifter - LSS390620
A320 Aluminium Bariatric Lifter - LSS390630

Deluxe General Purpose Sling with Head Support - Polyester Clip
LSS390900 - Small - 200kg
LSS390905 - Medium - 200kg
LSS390910 - Large - 300kg
LSS390915 - X-Large - 300kg

Deluxe Hygiene Access Sling with Head Support - Polyester Clip
LSS390940 - Small - 200kg
LSS390945 - Medium - 200kg
LSS390950 - Large - 300kg
LSS390955 - X-Large - 300kg

Deluxe All Day Sling - Parasilk Clip
LSS390960 - Small - 200kg
LSS390965 - Medium - 200kg
LSS390970 - Large - 300kg
LSS390975 - X-Large - 300kg

1 Year Battery & Handset Warranty
3 Year Electronics Warranty
5 Year Frame Warranty

AS / NZS Approved
Pivot Frame is registered in the ARTG, AUST & ARTG ARTG301226

ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS

ASPIRE PRESSURE RELIEF CHAIRS

ASPIRE WHEELCHAIR RANGE
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